By generalizing the local version of the usual differential geometric notion of connections and that of torsions, a model for the pullback path space of a smooth map is constructed from the induced map of the de Rham complexes. The pullback path space serves not only as a homotopy fiber but also as a device reflecting differentiable properties of the smooth map. Applications are discussed.
from the smooth chain complex C*(Ef) to the algebraic model with an induced homology isomorphism. The mechanism of determining the differential 9 of the d.g. algebra k[X] via the de Rham complex A (A/) consists of the connection to and a twisting cochain condition (see [5] ). The mechanism of determining the differential 9 and the transport for the d.g. right zc^-module k[Y; [X] ] via the map /*: A(Af ) -* A(A) consists of a generalized torsion 4> (called a canonical element) and a torsion condition. In § §1-4, we explain the notions of connections, torsions, and transport and how the twisting cochain condition and the torsion condition yield both the differential and the transport (0.1).
A proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in §5. In §6, we establish the isomorphism Hm(Ef; k) = H+(k[Y\ [X] ]\ k) in the case where both Af and A are C00 manifolds with Af simply connected.
This work is a continuation of previous works on the special case where A consists of a single point. This means that Ef becomes the smooth loop space of Af and that the model is the noncommutative formal power series algebra zc[[A"]] (see [4, 5] and Gugenheim [9] ). In this case, Hain [11] gives an explicit relation between the model (k[[X]], 9) and Sullivan's minimal model.
From a pure homological-algebraic point of view, our model represents a "concise" Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence in a one-sided case. It is obtained by a perturbation of the differential of the Ex term. The reader is referred to the recent work [18] of Tanré regarding other models of similar nature (see also [1, 8, 10, 12,-14, 16, 17, 19] ). A distinctive feature of our approach here is the transport (0.1), which provides a direct link between the geometric and algebraic aspects of the method.
As in the author's previous works, the symbol A is used to denote the de Rham complex functor. The endpoint maps p0 and px restricted to the smooth loop space P(S"; xx, x,) at a base point x, are constant maps. Therefore, restricted to the loop space P(S"; xu x, ), we have dT = 0. This leads to the conclusion that the map (2.4) restricted to C,(P(S"; Xf, x,)) is a chain map. It turns out that this chain map induces a homology isomorphism H^(P(S"; x,, x, Observe that the r.h.s. can be taken as the torsion of $.
Let x, be a point (or a finite set of points) of Af. Denote by P(M; -, x,) the space of C00 paths ending at x, in Af. Then P(Af; -, x,) is a differentiable subspace of P(M).
In order to see the role played by the torsion condition, we need to introduce the space Ef= {(y,y):y e A, y e P(M; -, xx), y(0) = _y}. In other words, Ef is the pullback space in the pullback diagram Ef -» P(Af;-,xJ
where rtf(y,y) = y, f(y,y) = y, and p0(y) = y(0). The space Ef is known as the homotopy fiber of /, for Ef is of the same homotopy type as the fiber in the case of a fibration. Now the transport T is a formal power series in A with coefficients being forms on P(M). In this section, we shall restrict the coefficients of T to the space P(Af; -, x,) so that T shall be taken as an element of A(P(Af; then the pair (0,9) will meet the requirement and is uniquely determined. Let / be the largest integer such that v¡ ¥= 0. Then / is an invariant of the C00 map /, which depends only on the choice of the Riemannian metric for 5" and that of the Hodge type decomposition for A(Rm).
Finally we observe that the usual proof for the Poincaré lemma for Rm is based on a deformation F:R"'XI^>Rm given by (x, t) <-* tx. This induces a cochain homotopy fF:B -» B of degree -1 such that, for every /z-form zz on Rm, p > 0, u = fFdu + djF u. This means that, if the euclidean structure and the origin of Rm are given, then there is a canonical Hodge type decomposition of B with HB = k and CB = fF dB. where the graded group s~xH*(M; k) is dual to s~lH+(M; zc).
